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Abstract: The Pm�3n cubic and other low-symmetry
Frank–Kasper phases are known to be formed by soft
spheres, ranging from metals to block copolymer
micelles and colloidal nanoparticles. Here, we report a
series of X-shaped polyphiles composed of sticky rods
and two non-symmetric branched side-chains, which
self-assemble into the first example of a cubic liquid-
crystalline phase representing a tetrahedral network of
rods with a Pm�3n lattice. It is the topological dual to the
Weaire–Phelan foam, being the Voronoi tessellation of
the A15 sphere packing, from which this network is
obtained by Delaunay triangulation.

Molecular self-assembly leads to multifunctional soft
materials with nanoscopic and mesoscopic structures that
provide promising properties for applications.[1] Broadening
those future potential applications motivates studies of the
fundamental principles of bottom-up self-assembly leading
to ever more complex structures based on a delicate balance
of non-covalent interactions[2] and geometric frustration.[3]

Self-assembly of soft spherical or almost spherical
molecules,[2,4] polymers,[5] aggregates,[6] micelles[7] and
nanoparticles,[8] have been intensively investigated in recent
decades. Uniform hard spheres are known to provide dense
packing in simple body-centered cubic (BCC) and hexago-
nally closed (HCP) packings,[9] whereas soft spheres provide
a series of more complex modes of self-assembly.[6a,10] The
most common soft sphere packing is the A15 cubic phase

with a Pm�3n lattice shown in Figure 1a.[5a,6,7,10a] In the unit
cell, two spheres occupy the center and the corners and six
as pairs are on the faces. The formation of this structure,
being composed of two different kinds of micelles in ratio
2 :6 is nowadays understood as the result of the deformation
of the soft spheres into Voronoi polyhedra[11] (dodecahedra
in the center and at the corners and tetradecahedra on the
faces, see Figure 1b), which minimizes the interfacial area
between the soft spheres.[10]

The cubic Pm�3n phase belongs to the Frank–Kasper
(FK) phases,[12] i.e. a class of tetrahedrally close packed
(TCP) structures which were firstly introduced for interme-
tallic compounds and more recently observed in self-
assembled soft-matter structures.[5a,7d]

In contrast to sphere packings, the dense packing of
molecular or supramolecular rods is mainly associated with
the development of orientational order by parallel alignment
and formation of nematic and lamellar liquid-crystalline
(LC) phases.[13] Formation of other more complex structures
requires either steric frustration, leading to bicontinuous
cubic phases by network formation,[2a,14] chirality providing
helical order between the rods,[1c,d,2b] or low density rod-
packings.[15] The latter are supported by sticky ends, as
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Figure 1. Packing modes in the Cub/Pm�3n lattice: a) Positions of the
spheroids in a unit cell; b) Weaire–Phelan foam by Voronoi tessellation
(VT) for sphere packings; c) tetrahedral network by Delaunay triangu-
lation (DT) for rod packings; d) and e) duality between the VT and DT.
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reported for molecular rods with glycerol ends self-assem-
bling into LC phases representing polygonal honeycombs.[16]

If the rod-density is reduced, then interpenetrating 3d-nets,
such as the double gyroid (DG) and the double diamond
(DD) type cubic LC phases can be found, where the rods
are organized in bundles and interconnected to networks
with the hydrogen bonded glycerols at the junctions.[2a,17]

The low packing density is achieved by side-on attached
flexible chains which fill the space between the networks.

The chain volume and chain distribution along the poly-
aromatic rods decides if honeycombs or networks are
formed. In the networks a transition from interpenetrated
double networks (DG,[17b] DD[17a]) to single networks (single
diamond=SD,[18] single Plumber’s Nightmare=SP[19] and a
BCC lattice composed of open octahedral cells[20]) is
observed upon side chain volume expansion (Figure 2). In
this sequence the coordination numbers (CNs) of the
junctions increases from 3 to 8. Here we report a new single
network phase with Pm�3n lattice and much higher CN
(12,14).

This phase was found for oligo(phenylene-ethynylene)
(OPE) based rod-like X-shaped bolapolyphiles with two
branched chains,[20] each composed of two branches with
different lengths and fixed at opposite sides of the central
benzene ring (see Figure 3 and Table S1; for synthesis, see
Supporting Information).

Compounds 1–3 with a total lateral chain volume (Σ,
Figure 3) between 48 and 64 aliphatic carbons all form a
birefringent hexagonal columnar LC phase (Colhex/p6mm)
with ahex=4.14–4.21 nm (Figures S2, S4 and Table S9),
representing a triangular honeycomb (see Section S3.1 in
Supporting Information for details), and being the topolog-
ical dual of the hexagonal honeycomb (Figure S7).[22] Com-
pound 1 with the smallest length difference between the
branches (n� m=10), as well as compounds 2a and 3a with
only a short ethyl branch and an especially large chain
length difference (n� m=18, 20) show this phase exclusively,
whereas all other compounds 2 and 3 with intermediate
chain length differences form an additional optical isotropic
LC phase as a high temperature phase (Figure 3). On
cooling, the transition from the isotropic liquid to this
isotropic mesophases is indicated by a small transition
enthalpy of �0.5 kJmol� 1 (Table S1, Figure S1), a significant
increase of viscosity and the emergence of sharp scatterings
in the small angle X-ray scattering pattern (SAXS, see
Figure 4a and S3), indicating the formation of a cubic LC
phase.

Its SAXS pattern of the cubic LC phase can be indexed
to a Pm�3n space group with lattice parameters acub=8.6–
8.8 nm (see Table S8), corresponding to approximately twice
the molecular length (Lmol=4.0–4.4 nm between the ends of
the glycerol groups). The diffuse wide-angle scattering
(WAXS) with a maximum at �0.46 nm confirms a LC state
without fixed positions for individual molecules (Figure S5).
In the electron density (ED) maps reconstructed from the
SAXS intensities (Figure 4b, for phase choice and other
details, see Section S3.2, and Figures S8 and S9), the
magenta-blue regions indicate the high-ED aggregations of
the glycerols. Remarkably, the space between these aggre-
gates is not uniform, but the polar spheroids are connected
by cyan rods formed by the middle-ED OPEs. The 14-fold
junctions on the faces of the unit cell are larger and oblate-
shaped compared to the other smaller and almost spherical
12-fold junctions at the corners and in the center of the unit
cell. Accordingly, a geometric model for simulation was
constructed (Figure 4d), and the consistency of the intensity
distributions of the SAXS peaks obtained in experiments
and in simulation (Figure 4b–d and Section S3.3) supports a

Figure 2. Different cubic lattices under discussion; the number(s)
besides the space groups indicate(s) the CN of the junctions.

Figure 3. Molecular structure and phase transitions of compounds 1–3
upon cooling; abbreviations: Cr=crystalline state; Hex=hexagonal
columnar phase with p6mm symmetry (Colhex/p6mm), Cub=cubic
phase with Pm�3n symmetry (Cub/ Pm�3n); for DSCs, see Figure S1, for
optical textures Figure S2 (Supporting Information), for numerical
values, see Table S1 (Supporting Information); Σ is the total of all C-
atoms in the side chains (Σ =2m+2n+4); the synthesis of 3d was
previously reported.[21a]
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tetrahedral network of molecular rod bundles (Figure 5c).
The Pm�3n lattice is commonly found for the packing of soft
spherical entities (A15 phase) which can be deformed to
Voronoi polyhedra (Weaire–Phelan foam).[6a,10] As a dual to
the Voronoi tessellation (VT) of the Pm�3n lattice there
exists the Delaunay triangulation (DT) which fulfils the
space with tetrahedra (see Figure 1b,c and the supporting
animated gif-file).[11,23] This dense tetrahedral packing in a
network with a Pm�3n lattice is here proposed for the self-
assembly of the X-shaped compounds 2 and 3 with sticky
ends, forming 12- and 14-fold junctions interconnecting the
rod-bundles (Pm�3n-12/14). DT of the Weaire-Phelan foam
separating the spheroidic aggregates in the Pm�3n lattice
leads to three kinds of tetrahedra in the ratio of 16 :24 :6
composed of three kinds of bundles in a ratio of 6 :24 :24
(Table S11 and S12). The number of molecules in a unit cell
is on average about �251, which are distributed among the
54 bundles, meaning there are on average about 5 molecules
in the cross section of each bundle (Table S8). This is a
reasonable value being only slightly smaller than the number
in the bundles of the recently reported Im�3m-8 network
phase (Figure 2d, 6 molecules).[20] The lengths of the bundles
are (

p
4,
p
5,
p
6)/4×acub, which corresponds to about 4.27–

5.30 nm. While the larger inter-sphere distances compared
to the molecular length are due to the high CN of the polar
spheroidic nodes interconnecting the rods, the different
bundle lengths are supported by the oblate shape of the
polar spheroids at the faces. Alternative modes of rod-
packing can be excluded as outlined in Sections S3.2 and
S3.4 (Supporting Information).

The Pm�3n phase is formed between the triangular
honeycomb and the isotropic liquid state on heating (see
Figure 3 and Table S1). Thus, the formation of the Pm�3n
lattice can be understood as a disruption of the triangular
honeycomb of the Colhex phase into a tetrahedral 3d network
formed by triangular meshes due to the growing interface
curvature between rigid polar and flexible apolar units
(Figure 5b, c). Obviously, the triangulation of space is
retained and transmitted at the phase transition from the
honeycomb to the 3d network. But why is no alternative
network with smaller CN formed?

The formation of the Pm�3n lattice (Figure 3) is obviously
associated with the development of the lateral chain volume
depending on the distance from the junction between chains
and rods. In Figure 5a the radial volume distribution dV/dr
curves[19,20,24] of different cubic phases with high CNs (6–14)
are compared, also including the triangular honeycomb
(Colhex) for comparison. In the triangular honeycomb and
the double network DP phase, there is an increase followed
by a steep drop of the dV/dr curves due to the clashing of
the chains in the limited available space between the
cylinder walls or upon approaching the second network,
respectively. For the non-interwoven single network cubic
phases SP, Im�3m-8 and A15 (Pm�3n-12/14) (Figure 2c, d, e),
there are smoother parabola-like dV/dr curves. These
require a relatively large increase of the chain volume close

Figure 4. a) Powder SAXS diffractogram of 3b and b) reconstructed ED
map of the Pm�3n phase showing a tetrahedral network with aromatic
bundles (cyan-blue) and glycerol junctions (blue-magenta); c) simu-
ulated intensities versus experimental results (corrected by multi-
plicities and Lorentz factor) and d) geometric model constructed from
the proposed molecular packing for simulation. The aliphatic segments
are omitted in (b) and (d) for clarity. Figure 5. a) Radial volume distribution dV/dr curves of selected phases

(see Figure 2 and Table S13 for the corresponding models); b),
c) schematic models showing b) the triangular honeycomb with only
one molecule in cross section of the walls (see Table S9), easily
collapsing to c) the tetrahedral network of the Pm�3n phase (see also
Figure S15).
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to the core-chain junction which then smoothly decreases
with further growing distance, in line with the branched
chain architecture of compounds 2 and 3 with m>2. The
actual chain volume distribution of the properly branched
compounds 2 and 3 obviously fits best to the A15 (Pm�3n-12/
14) phase whereas the competing SP and Im�3m-8 network
phases would require longer chains (Figure 5a). As shown in
Figure 3, there is also a competition between formation of
triangular honeycombs and tetrahedra. Transition to the
Pm�3n phase requires a certain minimum chain volume to fill
the tetrahedra (Σ>48 and elevated temperature) and a
distinct minimum chain length (n>18) to reach the centers
of the tetrahedra without excessive chain stretching. This
requires branched chains with the correct chain volume and
length difference between the two branches. On the other
hand, too large chain volumes (Σ�72) lead to ordinary
square honeycombs (without tilt of the molecules in the
honeycomb walls).[21b,c]

Overall, it appears that the soft matter network phases
based on self-assembly of rod-bundles with sticky ends can
be divided into two types. Those with low CNs=3–6, like
those known for the bicontinuous cubic phases of lyotropic
systems, and those with large CNs=8–14, as typically
observed for sphere packings (micellar cubic phases). The
first group is determined by minimization of the interfaces
separating the interpenetrating networks (DG, DD, DP).
With growing lateral chain volume, the double networks are
replaced by single networks which in turn require higher
CNs=4, 6, 8 (SD, SP, Im�3m-8) for proper space filling. The
second type, reported herein, is based on tetrahedral rod-
packings with spheres at the nodes (FK phases), leading to
high CN junctions. As regular tetrahedra cannot form a
periodic lattice in 3d space a geometric frustration arises
which leads to the complex FK phases.[3] In the present case
it provides the A15-like lattice composed of two types of
junctions with CNs=12,14, where deformation of the larger
allows almost uniform distances between the surfaces of the
polar spheroids at the junctions, in line with the fixed rod
length of the involved molecules.

All previously known FK phases were formed by soft
spheres and considered as governed by the minimization of
the contact area of their Voronoi cells, minimizing their
non-specific repulsion. In the case reported here, the Pm�3n
lattice is, for the first time, based on its dual, the close
tetrahedral packing of bundles of molecular rods, being the
DT of the Voronoi cells. The bundles are held together at
the nodes by specific cohesive forces between the sticky
glycerol ends. In this way the rods act as bonds interconnect-
ing the spheroids at the junctions, and a competition
between sphere packing and rod packing arises. In this
respect there is also some relation to DNA coated nano-
particles arrays (spherical nucleic acids) where the repulsive
interactions between the coronas is combined with attraction
provided by the sticky single stranded DNA ends.[25] Thus,
in both cases the bond-mediated interactions compete with
the steric repulsion forces. Though for compounds 2 and 3,
it leads to the same Pm�3n lattice as observed for soft sphere
self-assembly, further tuning of the attractive and repulsive
forces by molecular design can provide access to new LC FK

phases and eventually even to liquid quasicrystalline phases
based on tetrahedral networks. Moreover, a number of
other complex LC network phases composed of rod-bundles
can be envisaged, whose packing modes and symmetries
differ from those observed for soft sphere packings[4–10] as
well as those reported for lyotropic systems[7] and arrays of
short DNA rods.[26]
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